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By Simon Cheshire

Little Tiger Press Group, United Kingdom, 2015. Paperback. Condition: New. UK ed.. Language:
English . Brand New Book. Target Silverclaw is the fourth book in the exciting, action-packed
SWARM series. The Secret Intelligence Agency has a new weapon: SWARM - artificially intelligent
robotic bugs that act as undercover agents. Operating below the radar, they can fly faster, see
further and sting harder! They won t stop until they ve completed their mission, no matter what it
takes. In the face of trouble, SWARM are armed and ready to fight. SWARM detect that Defence
Secretary, Sir Godfrey Kite, has been replaced by an android.As they delve deeper, the SWARM team
discover more of the imposters. They ve gained access to crucial government assets and they re
plotting to wipe out the world s leaders. Can SWARM defeat the androids before the fuse is lit on
their explosive plans? Exciting stories of spying and hi-tech gadgets for readers seeking fast-paced
action books that bridge the gap between Transformers and Alex Rider.
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An extremely wonderful ebook with lucid and perfect explanations. I was able to comprehended almost everything using this composed e publication. It is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- K im ber ly Ca r r oll-- K im ber ly Ca r r oll

The publication is great and fantastic. It really is simplistic but surprises within the 50 % from the publication. Your daily life span will be change when you
comprehensive reading this article book.
-- Althea  Aufder ha r-- Althea  Aufder ha r
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